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Global Economic Crisis, Natural Disaster, 
and the Chilean Scientific Sector

Crisis económica mundial, desastres naturales 
y el sector científico chileno
 

RICARDO B. DUQUE1

Abstract

Over the last few years, first a global financial crisis and then a large 8.8 magnitude earthquake 
have impacted Chile. In this present paper, I ask: how have global economic conditions shaped the 
Chilean scientific community? And in what way has a natural disaster and recovery impacted those 
scientists located nearest the epicenter? In order to address these research questions, I review previ-
ously published work representing phases one and two of my ongoing investigation, which initially 
considered the impact of Internet technologies on the Chilean scientific community. I then update 
my findings with phase three of my investigation, where I document how a subset of Chilean sci-
entists have faired during (1) the global economic crisis and (2) after a major natural disaster, two 
dynamic setting that represent ideal cases to apply qualitative and quantitative findings from past 
work. I conclude with some policy suggestions that grow out of this present description, applica-
tion, and analysis. 

Keywords: Chile, Communication, Disaster, Global Crisis, Internet, Networks, Science.

Resumen

Recientemente, la crisis financiera mundial y luego un gran terremoto de magnitud 8,8 ha impactado 
Chile. En este artículo me pregunto: ¿cómo las condiciones económicas globales han dado forma a la 
comunidad científica chilena?, y ¿de qué manera el desastre natural y la recuperación ha impactado a 
los científicos que se ubican más cerca del epicentro? Con el propósito de abordar estas preguntas de 
investigación, se revisan trabajos publicados con anterioridad, que representan las fases uno y dos de 
mi investigación, que inicialmente consideró el impacto de las tecnologías de Internet en la comuni-
dad científica chilena. Luego actualizo mis resultados con la tercera fase de mi investigación, que do-
cumenta cómo se ha comportado un subconjunto de científicos chilenos durante: (1) la crisis econó-
mica mundial y (2) después de un desastre natural de gran magnitud, que representan dos casos de 
ajuste dinámico, ideales para aplicar resultados cualitativos y cuantitativos del trabajo pasado. Con-
cluyo con algunas sugerencias de política emanadas a partir de esta descripción, aplicación y análisis. 

Palabras clave: Chile, comunicación, desastres, crisis global, internet, redes, ciencia.
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1. Introduction

In 2004, I conducted a qualitative pilot study on the Chilean scientific com-
munity asking how Internet 1.0 was shaping professional practices and net-

working among researchers there. The results of this interpretive investigation were 
subsequently published in an edited volume on ‘The past, present and future of 
Research in the Information Society’ (Duque, 2007). Two years later, I returned 
to Chile to conduct a comprehensive quantitative communication survey with my 
local collaborators to augment the qualitative data I had previously gathered. The 
results from this follow-up quantitative study were published in the journal Scient-
ometrics (Duque et al., 2009). The first two phases of this investigation represented 
a geographical extension of a much broader global study (ongoing since 1994) 
investigating the communication network patterns of developing world scientists 
initially located in India and Africa (Duque et al., 2005; Ynalvez at al., 2005)2. To 
include the Latin American region in this ongoing global study, Chile was an in-
teresting case to consider since it represented a relatively similar political-economic 
development path compared to other Latin American nations. At the same time it 
had distinguished itself over the past 20 years as a regional economic and scientific 
leader. 

The Chilean scientific community is predominately represented by five major 
national research institutes and 25 traditional research universities, which were 
founded prior to the 1981 higher education reforms (Mullin et al., 2000). These 
highly regarded institutions group together under the Consejo de Rectores (Rec-
tor’s Council). During the neo-liberal era of the Pinochet dictatorship, the original 
25 were re-organized, while new private universities began to enter the market. 
At present approximately 50 additional private universities compliment the tradi-
tional 25 institutions. Over the past two decades, there has been an institutional 
emphasis in Chile to seek both domestic industry and international scholarly col-
laborators. As a result, many universities and research institutes have developed 
strong domestic economic partnerships, while international publication with col-
laborators abroad has dramatically increased (Hill, 2004), positioning Chilean sci-
ence as one of the most productive and globally visible (per capita) in the region. 

The increase in science visibility paralleled Chile’s almost three-decade long 
commitment to digital connectivity. Chile was one of the developing countries that 
invested early in Internet infrastructure, thus universal access was fast approach-
ing (Baeza-Yates et al., 1993). Moreover REUNA, Chile’s private public Internet 

2 The study was initiated in Kerala (India), Kenya and Ghana in 1994. The study was repeated in these 
same regions in the years 2000-2002 and then again in 2005. In that same year, the project was extended 
to South Africa, the Philippines and Chile. It has recently been repeated in the original three regions during 
the summer of 2010. See project description and archive of papers at http://worldsci.net.
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Company has inter-connected the traditional universities since the late 1980s. This 
has been augmented in the last two decades with concerted upgrades in the system 
and the inclusion of multiple private Internet providers that have duplicated con-
nection up and down the length of this South American coastal nation. 

But Chile, it is important to note, was still dependent on the global market for 
primary goods exports and for imports of manufacturing, energy and technology 
goods (Holm-Nielsen & Agapitova, 2002). Thus, while it was performing better 
than most less developed nations, it had arguably not yet fulfilled the complete 
promise of development – the evolution of a multi-dimensional economic base of 
primary, manufacturing, energy and technology production. Its scientific fund-
ing strategy, meanwhile, still favors the creation of knowledge focused on primary 
goods production, thus suggesting its economic emphasis will not change any time 
soon. This paradox reflects the ‘Sisyphean’ challenges experienced by other scien-
tific communities in resources-constrained regions (Sagasti, 2004). 

Further, since resources are limited, local universities do not readily offer doc-
toral programs across all disciplines, while providing few positions for newly de-
greed scholars. Thus to stay competitive, many potential Chilean academics seek 
advanced training in the developed North only to return to fill few open posi-
tions3. If they do win positions, they enter a career with increasing pressure to 
compete for scarce local funding, while being expected to publish original articles 
in top journals for career advancement (few of which are published in Spanish or in 
the Latin American region). The Internet promised to reduce the burden of these 
new competitive-oriented institutional policies by providing additional avenues 
for global contacts, research funding, and up to date literature across fields. For 
the most part, my published research so far seems to support this early optimism 
(Duque, 2007; Duque et al., 2009). 

I recently re-visited Chile to update this ongoing study with a new round of 
qualitative interviews informed by the past two published phases of the study. Six 
years had past since my first research visit in 2004. Since then the global economic 
environment, upon which Chile is dependent for both exports and imports had 
experienced a deep recession. Moreover, new web 2.0 applications like Facebook, 
Twitter, Linked-In, Skype and Googledocs, had diffused throughout the world, of-
fering new ways to access information, collaborate and manage social connections. 
Most recently, the southern region of the country experienced a major natural 
disaster. I was interested in better understanding how these extreme conditions 
where impacting the Chilean scientific community. 

In this paper, I update and extend my multi-method and longitudinal study 
with how a sub population of Chilean scientists has faired during the global eco-

3 This has changed over the recent years with the emergence of private universities entering the higher 
education sector in Chile.
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nomic crisis and after a major natural disaster, two dynamic setting represent-
ing ideal cases to apply previously published qualitative and quantitative findings. 
Thus, the research questions guiding this work ask, (1) how have global economic 
conditions shaped the Chilean scientific community? And (2) in what way has a 
natural disaster and recovery impacted those scientists located nearest the epicen-
ter? In order to address these research questions, in the following I review Phase 
One and Phase Two of this ongoing investigation4, which initially considered the 
impact of Internet technologies on the Chilean scientific community. Since there 
is very little work done on the Chilean research sector and how new information 
and communication technologies (ICTs) are shaping it, these reviews of my past-
published work act as the literature foundation for the Third Phase of the study. I 
would like to note that here is no implicit comparison between the present phase 
and the previous two. Instead this paper aims to build upon past research by in-
cluding additional evidence of the Internet’s evolving role in shaping the Chilean 
Scientific community during times of crisis. 

2. Phase One – Reviewing a Qualitative Study of Chilean Scientists 
 in the Internet Era
 
Before arriving to Chile in the summer of 2004, I was able to engage local scholars 
in three regions to adopt and facilitate my project. This was important in order to 
address some of the ethical issues mentioned in the literature associated with trans-
national social science research, especially with regards to Chile (Solovey, 2001)5. 
Employing video ethnographic methods, thirty researchers were interviewed over 
a three-week period, across both social and natural sciences in university depart-
ments and research institutes located in the cities of Santiago, Concepcion, and 
Pueto Montt. My preliminary findings from the first phase of my study, published 
in an edited volume entitled the Past, Present and Future of Research in the In-
formation Society (Duque, 2007), highlighted a variety of issues: the legacy of 
the dictatorship on career paths, the obstacles for international collaborations, the 
pressure to publish in ISI high-impact journals, and the impact of the Internet on 
professional lives and research practices.

4 The two previous phases of the study have already been published, one in an edited volume, The Past, 
Present and Future of Research in the Information Society (Duque 2007), and the other in the journal 
Scientometrics (Duque et al., 2009). 

5 I was developing an emerging methodology that included video taping subjects in their workspace, 
while documenting their Internet practices and networking behaviors. While this kind of intrusive docu-
mentation allows researchers to more accurately account for and archive the research settings, it does pose 
privacy issues and the potential for professional harm to subjects in the case they say or do something on 
video that may negatively reflect back on them in the future.
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A major conclusion from this first phase of the study was that for researchers 
trained in the pre-digital era, the Internet functionally replaced the past techno-
logical modes used to conduct information searchers and manage networks, echo-
ing “functional equivalence” arguments made in early Internet studies (Duque & 
Ynalvez, 2009; Gershuny, 2002, Wellman & Haythornthwaite, 2003). Moreover, 
one key advantage for those trained in the pre and post-digital eras was the Inter-
net’s role in circumventing local resource constraints and limited access to journal 
databases in the exterior. Many of the scholars I spoke to in 2004, who had trained 
abroad, relied on their foreign contacts to email attach and send up-to-date litera-
ture not available through local sources. The concept of functional equivalence was 
also highlighted in discussions of the high cost and questionable relevance of trav-
eling to academic conferences, a traditional avenue for nurturing existing contacts 
and making new ones. The Internet streamlined this networking process, often 
replacing the need to physically travel to conferences. 

In this 2004 qualitative study of Chilean scientists, I also concluded that the 
Internet increased the visibility of this group of scholars as it perhaps made them 
dependent on it as well. In one case, the Internet allowed a local scholar to carry 
out a migration study in the mid-1990s, web-surveying over 400 Chilean profes-
sional expatriates across 40 different nations. This may have not been possible 
otherwise in a developing nation like Chile with little research funds to offer a 
study of this global scope. In another case, a scholar was identified and digitally ap-
proached by an International journal requesting him to review a manuscript in his 
field. In yet another case, web surfing and email quickly allowed a young scholar to 
identify and communicate with her eventual postdoctoral mentor in a developed 
nation. This was in stark contrast to the experience of Chilean researchers trained 
in the pre-Internet era, who reported much less facility reaching out beyond their 
national borders for advanced training. 

3. Phase Two - Reviewing a Quantitative Study of Chilean Scientists 
 in the Internet Era

To augment these preliminary interpretive findings from 2004, a 2005-2006 face-
to-face communication network quantitative survey of more than 330 Chilean 
researchers followed. The local contacts from the qualitative phase that had initially 
directed me to key interview subjects, collaborated in training a team of graduate 
assistant interviewers to administer the survey. Quantitative survey data gathered 
from the questionnaire phase of the study suggested that in contrast to the relative-
ly low access and use reported in prior studies conducted in Africa, Chileans scien-
tists were digitally well connected (Duque et al., 2009). But in social network terms, 
the results were more complex. Addressing the relationship between domestic and 
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foreign networks and the equitable distribution of network resources in the Internet 
era, we concluded two negatively oriented results and three optimistic ones. 

First, our analysis of quantitative data published in the journal Scientometrics 
(Duque et al., 2009) demonstrated a significant correlation with respect to local 
and international linkages, suggesting an inverse local/global network configura-
tion observed in other developing regions. This kind of network profile is often 
associated with a locally disjointed and exogenously dependent scientific commu-
nity, suggesting that Chilean researchers are either globally oriented and locally 
irrelevant or locally relevant but globally isolated with few connections linking 
these two groups (Campion & Shrum, 2003; Sagasti, 2004). Second, our Internet 
factors were positively associated with foreign contacts, but negatively for domestic 
ties, suggesting that the Internet provides a means for foreign networking, but not 
necessarily local networking. We argued in this 2009 Scientometrics publication 
that if the Internet is promoting foreign ties in Chilean science at the expense of 
local ties, this strongly points to the kind of important vulnerability associated 
with the adoption and use of Internet technologies that has been argued by others 
(Davidson et al., 2002; Kenny, 2006).

But the story seemed more complex, leaving some room for optimism. We con-
cluded a positive association between email use diversity and geographical network 
diversity when analyzing the 2005-2006 quantitative data, results that we also pub-
lished in the 2009 Scientometrics article. This suggested that the Internet in Chile 
is acting as a valuable conduit for managing symmetrical networks. Moreover, the 
Internet also seemed to be replacing past modes of networking like expensive, and 
sometimes irrelevant, academic conference visits. There was an equitable distribu-
tion of network resources by region, gender and age. These published 2009 find-
ings (1) echoed past research on the benefit of balanced network configurations 
(Uzzi, 1996), and (2) supported functional equivalence arguments framing the In-
ternet as an efficient replacement of past modes of networking (Gershuny, 2002), 
while (3) highlighting the importance of connected global nodes in the Digital Era 
(Castells, 2000), regardless of geographical distance from the core, the capital city 
of Santiago (Mullin et al., 2000).

4. Phase Three – Economic Crisis, Natural Disaster, and Chilean Science
 
In the summer of 2010, I returned to Chile to follow up the first two phases of my 
study. I was able to interview a subset of my original qualitative sample from 2004, 
while adding new voices. Six years had passed and during that time a variety of new 
Internet networking applications had emerged (facebook, twitter and skype), just 
as the global economy was experiencing a major downturn. In addition earlier in 
the year a major Earthquake and Tsunami had struck the southern region of the 
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country. As a result while preparing for my research visit, I temporarily lost com-
munication with my collaborators located in Concepcion, the metropole closest 
to the epicenter of the disaster. Concepcion had suffered, at first glance, severe 
structural damage as well as social breakdown in the days immediately following 
the disruption. The city was functionally isolated from the outside world for close 
to a week due to a loss of electricity for communication lines; and the associated 
risks of disconnection were compounded, in the assessment of some, by a slow 
government response to the disaster. 

In the following, I briefly summarize how the Chilean government addressed 
the global economic crisis. I then (1) present excerpts from qualitative interviews 
to describe the crisis’ impact on the scientific community and its reliance on In-
ternet technologies during this time, and then (2) focus on how the University of 
Concepcion and their Internet infrastructure survived the earthquake and what 
lessons can be gleaned from this experience to help prepare this population of 
scientists for future economic and natural shocks. Where applicable, I reflect upon 
the previously published qualitative and quantitative findings from the first two 
phases of this ongoing investigation. 

4.1. Surviving the Global Crisis

For the most part, Chile was able to circumvent the most damaging aspects of the 
global economic crisis. Ongoing President Bachelet signed into law the largest 
stimulus plan in Chile’s history (Luksic, 2009). This created the conditions for 
steady growth and the creation of new jobs, just as the global economy was retract-
ing and proceeds from exports declining. The state copper producer and largest 
company in the country, Codelco, was given subsides and tax breaks. Even so, 
the company had to lay off 12,000 of its employees in 2008 due to drop in global 
demand during the crisis. The state also provided banking support that stimulated 
lending to middle-income families and small and medium-sized businesses. In the 
estimation of the Chilean Finance Minister, these measures helped stimulate do-
mestic demand to make up for declining global demand. The state, however, had 
to make major cuts in domestic spending that in the estimation of global experts 
threatens the nation’s ability to achieve Millennium Development Goals (Sánchez 
& Vos, 2010).

 The scholars I interviewed generally supported the positive sentiment that 
Chile’s government had navigated the crisis early and robustly. A few mentioned 
that the experience of the 1997 Asian Crisis, still fresh in the minds of policy mak-
ers and business leaders, prepared the country for this latest global shock. Accord-
ing to these scholars, the State had in place preventative remedies. Also mentioned 
was the large level of savings in the country that helped bridge the crisis. 
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But while the nation may have averted economic catastrophe on the national 
level, it was reported by the subjects I interviewed that at the individual level the 
global crisis was felt in the increase price of the general basket of goods. The prices 
of basic goods went up and so poverty went up during this time. Also the emerging 
Salmon industry in the south, already reeling from an virus outbreak, suffered even 
more during the global economic down turn as global financing to recover from 
the crisis was limited (Gregorio, 2009). The question remained, though, how this 
global economic crisis was impacting the Chilean research sector.

4.1.1. The Impact of the Global Crisis on the Chilean Scientific Community

Though the scholars I interviewed agreed the global crisis had not led to university-
wide layoffs, it was unclear if there were budget cuts for infrastructure, supplies and 
research funding. Two scholars working in different regions frame the crisis from 
their own vantage point in the following. 

The global crisis affects all levels in Chile. In our case, cuts in budget and funding 
are the main outcome of the crisis. Although some sectors were heavily impacted 
by the crisis, the public sector (like us) did not suffer as private sectors of the 
economy, mainly due to the in injection of resources and savings from copper 
exports. [Scientists in Puerto Montt].

I have not felt the global economic crisis affected the university. There was an 
economic crisis ‘out there’ that impacted on Chile’s unemployment rates, but I 
have not felt it has affected funding sources, university salaries or the institution 
resources as a whole. [Scientists in Santiago].

Another scholar noted the impact of the Global Crisis on university employ-
ment with an important caveat. 

The employment issue is more complex. It is not that we lost positions, but it 
is we are now producing more professionals and not having the growth in the 
knowledge industry keeping up with it.

But the effect of research funding cuts may have not been felt sector wide. As 
one scholars stated:

Funding was not a problem in the public universities. It may have affected more 
the private universities but not the public ones. 

Another scholar working outside the capital city reflects re-confirms published 
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findings from my Phase One 2004 qualitative study about the low funding envi-
ronments Chilean scholars work within:

We have adapted to be able to continue our research task with scant resources. If 
we don’t have the students, that is not the end of the world. If we don’t have the 
specific grants to do the different things we can do, well we adapt.

Scholars working in universities located in the capital city of Santiago are per-
ceived to be more dependent on national research funding than those working in 
peripheral universities, who have learned to conduct research with very little fund-
ing support. 

 Still there was indication that many of the traditional sources of research fund-
ing were being redirected or redefined to address emerging national and global 
conditions. The newly elected president, conservative, billionaire businessman Se-
bastián Piñera, is continuing the neo-liberal policies applied to the knowledge sec-
tor he inherited from 20 years of leftist-coalition governments that preceded him. 
The 25 core public universities ‘con servicio público’ [with public service] that are 
under the Consejo de Rectores, up until recently, enjoyed an advantage since they 
had yearly and predictable sources of funding from the State. But now the State is 
proposing to eliminate the distinction between private and public universities to 
insure equal treatment. Even funding for university day-to-day operations is pre-
dicted to be made available to all universities across Chile and not limited to just 
the core 25 as was once the case. Research funding will be determined by research 
projects and not by the designation of the university, public or private. 

An example where this new funding paradigm may have immediate impact, 
according to one scholar I interviewed, is that FONDECYT (the main funding 
agency in the nation) only has funds for example seven grants per year for the 
discipline of sociology, yet the country has 23 sociology programs. Coupling this 
resource constraint with the State’s focus on return on investment suggests more 
funded projects will be made available to fields that can produce patents or have per-
ceived immediate application to the private sector. In the estimation of one scholar, 
this favors disciplines where patents are more readily acquired like in applied chem-
istry, forestry and mining and not social and basic science research. This may also 
favor funding for universities that feature these applied fields above all others. 

The neo-liberal orientation has also influenced how scholarships for promising 
young academics and researchers are being offered. Assistance to young scholars is 
now proposed as credits or loans to be paid back after training. One scholar argued:

The invisible hand of the free market… will complicate the matter because pro-
spective students have a hard time imagining going into debt to study abroad… 
and they have to return to Chile to work here and then pay off the credits. 
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This may funnel students into potentially high-paying academic tracts in tech-
nologies and applied natural and physical sciences at the expense of perceived low-
paying ones in the social and basic research sciences. It is possible, according to 
scholars I interviewed, that some perspective PhD students might choose against 
going abroad altogether. As a result they will not have competitive access to the 
academic world and thus not have access to funds for research. This unintended 
impact may be magnified by the continued and paradoxical emphasis by the State 
to encourage more young academics to go outside the country to get training and 
then return, since Chile still does not offer doctoral programs across all field as was 
concluded after my 2004 Phase One qualitative study. But many that return do not 
have the funds to keep working on their research and few jobs waiting for them. 
So the crisis has not had a “direct impact”, according to one scholar I interviewed,

But we may feel it down the line in terms of how the government addresses the 
crisis by liberalizing the scholarship process.

But the global crisis is not just having impacts on the potentials for future 
Chilean scholars. It is shaping the professional networking behaviors of its present 
populations of scholars as well. 

 
4.1.2. Professional Networks in the Chilean Scientific Community during the Crisis
 
The global economic crisis may have also magnified the professional network dislo-
cation that my colleagues and I documented in our earlier Phase Two quantitative 
study published in the journal Scientometrics (Duque et al., 2009). Referring to 
local and global ties in Chilean science, one scholar I interviewed in the summer 
of 2010 mentioned, 

[Professional] networks are weak internally [nationally] and strong externally 
[globally].

 
This same scholar described a meeting of department heads of a particular dis-

cipline from major universities all across the country. Many universities were rep-
resented, but some of the most prestigious ones were absent. This is a general elitist 
trend, according to this informant, that may permeate other fields as well. And it 
could be a result of institutional arrangements that, while supporting international 
collaboration, do not nurture local linkages. For example a University of Bio Bio 
scholar may want to collaborate with those at the University of Chile, but there is 
little support for this on the institutional level. Even at the individual level there 
may be in fighting among departmental heads. One scholar noted that the global 
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crisis has magnified the need to look abroad for funding and contacts as a tribal 
mode takes over the “internal dynamic”. In his words,

There is a balkanization of the local when global crisis hits.

Furthermore, the scholars I interviewed at a peripheral university many kilo-
meters outside the capital city of Santiago noted that when they do get asked to 
conduct guest lectures within the country, these invitations are mediated on a per-
sonal level with colleagues they know in other universities. And, this scholar added, 
they are much more likely to collaborate with colleagues in the exterior than those 
within Chile. This social-science scholar also suggests that part of the issue is again 
this sense of elitism expressed and perceived, characterizing those working within 
core universities located in the capital city. They, those core-located scholars, con-
sider collaboration abroad as more prestigious. It is as if, 

No miran al lado. Miran afuera [They don’t look to the side in their own country. 
They look outside to the North]. 

But the scholar also mentioned this may be specific to his field. In other disci-
plines, perhaps there is more intra-national cooperation.

To support this field distinction somewhat, an engineering scholar who had 
been trained in the core, but now is a professor/research outside the capital city, 
observed his colleagues at his present university are more globalized than his col-
leagues in Santiago. He says of his former engineering colleagues at a prestigious 
university in the capital,

They tend to be much more closed in their networks. It is much more difficult to 
collaborate and look at global issues related to their research…. to a certain extent 
I sometimes think, when I go to Santiago, I feel it is more a parochial community 
than I see here… If you talk to my [former] colleagues, they [give the impression 
that they] are the best in the world and they don’t need anyone else. 

These present-day sentiments about the collaborative behaviors of Chilean sci-
entists during crisis confirm the analysis of quantitative data gathered before the 
global crisis, which suggested a pattern of network dislocation among Chilean 
science networks. We had originally theorized that this profile would be symmetri-
cally reshaped over time in the digital age due to the convenience and cost effective 
networking advantages of the Internet (Duque et al., 2009). But for a nation that 
does not produce, or innovate upon, Internet technologies on a large-scale, a global 
economic crisis threatens its ability to stay up to date with new innovations that are 
imported from the North. It had already been established from our previous stud-
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ies that prior to the crisis, the Internet had positioned itself firmly as an important 
backdoor avenue for research resources and collaborative contacts not available 
locally (Duque, 2007). These limited resources were in even shorter supply during 
the global crisis, suggesting that the Internet might be relied upon even more in 
the present day. The following subsection considers this particular digital dilemma 
in more detail. 

The Role of the Internet in the Chilean University Community during the Crisis

The global economic crisis destabilized traditional avenues of predictable funding 
for many scholars. It also impacted some university plans to service and upgrade 
existing digital infrastructure. As one university network manager commented, 

We were asked from above to postpone requisitions of new equipment. 

These two constraints place added pressure on scholars who are expected to 
successfully manage their collaborative projects in an uncertain funding and digi-
tal environment. According to some accounts, the average academic in Chile has 
grown accustomed to if not dependent on consistent Internet access. As one schol-
ar put it when asked about the role of the Internet during the global crisis:

Increasingly, it will be impossible for me to work as an academic without the 
Internet.

Any disruption in connectivity due to lack of upgrades or service can mean 
wasted time, or worse the frustration of an important foreign collaborator who is 
not receiving email replies to their queries. Moreover, conditions before the global 
crisis already motivated many Chilean scholars to employ the networking advan-
tages of Internet technologies to circumvent local resource constraints and search 
for collaboration and funding abroad. In the more resource-unpredictable environ-
ment of the global crisis, the Internet is expected to be an even more vital research 
lifeline. 

None of the scholars I interviewed reported any substantial breaks in Internet 
connectivity during the global crisis. This is due to the redundancy of the system 
that provides not only a public network (REUNA) connecting all the major re-
search universities since the mid to late 1980s, but also three private Internet pro-
viders that readily support each other when and if a disruption occurs. As a result 
there had been few if any physical breaks in the network. Even during the recent 
earthquake, the disruption came not from a break in the fiber, but in the loss of 
electricity to power servers and computers. The only disruption that my sample 
could remember was due to a labor strike, when strikers purposely cut the cable 
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to gain attention for their cause. The line was quickly repaired and connectivity 
resumed. 

But professional researchers are not the only ones in the university community 
that are impacted by economic downturns or potential breaks in Internet connec-
tivity. Increasingly, university students are juggling work and academic life to make 
ends meet and also invest in their human capital development. The neo-liberal 
policies of the recent administrations have unlocked a cascade of newly founded 
private universities, some of which offer online degree programs. Even the public 
universities have experimented with the brave new world of distance learning. This 
global digital phenomenon of Internet-mediated higher education offers a dual 
face of possibilities. On the one hand it allows non-traditional students to continue 
their training. Although during economic downturns, it is also those who would 
normally exclusively seek college education that are being forced to juggle work 
and study. On the other hand, though, there are questions about the efficiency and 
veracity of a degree that has been received from online course work. 

But even education at traditional ‘brick and mortar’ institutions is being shaped 
by Internet technologies. This is putting added pressure on educators to not only 
account for student learning in the digital era, but also compete with the interac-
tive and seemingly more comprehensive knowledge world on the web. One scholar 
noted when asked about the Internet’s role during the global crisis said,

Internet is playing a major role every day, specially in the field of education. Do 
not forget recent words from Bill Gates: ‘In the near future, Internet will replace 
the role of the Universities’. So you can see that our students are reluctant to at-
tend lectures and prefer to deal with tutorial platform in Internet and to gather 
information from the various search engines available in the net. 

The digitally globalized world is allowing scholars in Chilean universities to cir-
cumvent local constraints, just as it is threatening the traditional pedagogical foun-
dations of these same universities. During times of global crisis, these two opposing 
trends may have been exasperated. When a major Earthquake and Tsunami hit the 
south of Chile in early 2010, though, the resource and infrastructure constraints in 
some universities reached a new level of magnitude.

4.2. Surviving the 2010 Earthquake/Tsunami: The Case of the University of Concepcion

On Saturday at 3:33AM February 27, 2010 an 8.8-magnitude Earthquake rocked 
the mid southern region of Chile. It is said to have moved some cities in the region 
up by three meters. The disaster was centered not far from the nation’s second 
largest metropole, Concepcion. Many buildings and residential homes there were 
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severely damaged, while electricity6, major roads and bridges, and mobile and In-
ternet communication were compromised. This set the initial stage, according to 
the scholars I interviewed, for an uncoordinated recovery effort, plagued by rumor, 
community mistrust and skepticism of local officials. Moreover, a slow initial gov-
ernment response facilitated a breakdown in social order - looting was rampant 
and neighborhood vigilante gangs emerged to fill the security vacuum. Miscom-
munication from government officials may have placed coastal residents in harm’s 
way from a Tsunami that followed the Earthquake, while six university officials of 
a nearby campus were killed in a plane crash during an air-survey of the earthquake 
damage in the days that followed. These are all examples of how disasters tend to 
cascade into others with consequences that extend far beyond the initial disruption 
(Wisner et al., 2003). 

Also having potential far-reaching consequence, the major research university 
of the region suffered damage to both its metropolitan and coastal campuses7. Like 
the city it serves, the University of Concepcion8 is now actively in reconstruction 
– although it is no stranger to rebuilding after disruptions, natural or social. The 
university has endured major earthquakes before and even 20 years of a military 
dictatorship that severely restricted the kind of training it could provide and re-
search it could pursue. Since the return of democracy in the early 1990s, the uni-
versity has made great strides in catching up with the global scientific community, 
distinguishing itself in a variety of applied sciences and, according to my research 
subjects there, is only second to the state-owned copper company in the number 
of patents it registers per year. However, it has not been easy to gain an advantage 
where resources are scarce, professional networks uncoordinated, and institutions 
are preoccupied with the reconstruction of curriculum. 

The recent global economic crisis, coupled with Natural Disaster, can only add 
to the historical obstacles already facing Chilean scholars working in Concepcion. 
According to my local collaborator of six years, parts of the surrounding commu-
nity are devastated and years from complete recovery. While it suffered little struc-
tural damage, thanks to historical building practices, the university did experience 
a major explosion in the Department of Chemistry building and, more destructive, 
a loss of electricity for over a week. As a result, the university lost Internet con-

6 According to my subjects, some neighborhoods lost utilities like gas, water and electric for up to two 
months. Internet and mobile connection was down for days in some areas and weeks in others. 

7 In contrast to the major disruption to their work experienced by scholars in Concepcion, researchers I 
interviewed in the capital city were not nearly as affected. One pointed out, “Besides its impact on everyday 
life beyond the university, it has not affected my academic work.”

8 The University of Concepcion is consistently ranked among the top three universities in the Chile 
along with the Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile and the University of Chile, both of which are 
located in Santiago, the capital city. According to some of the scholars I interviewed, the University of 
Concepcion lags in national funding behind these two prestigious institutions located in the capital, but by 
far out-paces them both in the number of patents registered per year. 
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nection and thus communication with the outside world; but even costlier, it lost 
decades of refrigerated biological specimens along with the research that is was as-
sociated with it. Moreover, the world-renowned marine laboratory on the coast at 
Dichato was completely destroyed by the Tsunami that followed the Earthquake. It 
is estimated that it will take years before some departments return to prominence. 
One scholar framed the situation in the following way:

The light went out and so all the refrigerators stopped and with it years of bio-
logical samples. We have insurance for the physical damage caused by the earth-
quake. What is uninsured is the scholarship. The university gets funds for each 
ISI publication it produces. But with this loss of those biological materials, there 
will be nothing to publish on for year. So a drop in publications, means future 
loss of funds from lack of publications.

What compounds this tragic event is that the university may have already been 
carrying the largest university debt in the nation before the global economic crisis 
even hit. Therefore, having to deal with a disaster during a down turn in the world 
economy seems like an insurmountable obstacle. The rough estimate offered by 
one of the scholars I interviewed suggests the university will spend close to US$50 
million to approach complete recovery - money it does not have. 

 

4.2.1. Favorable Conditions that helped avoid a Greater Catastrophe

Luckily, according to local engineers, geologists and environmental scientists I in-
terviewed, as tragic as the Earthquake and Tsunami were, the region was able to 
avoid graver consequence due to (1) the long history of disaster that this com-
munity has experienced, (2) the particular season, day of the week and time of 
impact, and most importantly (3) favorable natural conditions9. Historically the 
major coastal city of the region was once located closer to the sea at Penco. This 
region suffered two large and devastating Earthquakes and multiple Tsunamis and 
so the center was moved farther inland and onto more stable ground, where the 
city of Concepcion is now located. Two very powerful Earthquakes then struck the 
city in 1939 and 1960, signaling to officials and developers that buildings needed 
to be constructed to appropriate standards, while citizens incorporated into their 

9 By comparison Haiti, who suffered a much smaller 7.3 magnitude Earthquake just the month prior to 
the Chilean Earthquake, lost an estimated 220,000 people from the initial disaster and the cascade of social 
and biological disasters that followed. Haiti had not experienced such an Earthquake for over 200 years. By 
most accounts, this community was not prepared for an earthquake of this magnitude, nor did it have an 
indigenous memory of how to prepare, survive or recover from it, like for example Chile, which lost fewer 
than 800 people during this recent 8.8 magnitude Earthquake and the Tsunami that followed. 
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daily lives a culture of preparation – designing family evacuation plans and storing 
supplies in anticipation for future shocks. As a result, when the most recent Earth-
quake hit, there was at least some in each family with a memory of how to respond. 

But since the last earthquake, Concepcion has expanded into suburban sprawl, 
and thus at present the unstable area around Penko is heavily inhabited once again. 
Aside from urban growth, two other dimensions increased the vulnerability of the 
community. One is that the extended time between major disasters (approximately 
every 20 years) tends to give people a false sense of security. Also many younger 
residents grow up not having a recollection of a major earthquake in their lives 
and how to prepare for and endure it. Two scholars, and long time local residents, 
reflected on the issue of disaster preparedness by saying, 

People know what to prepare for [the earthquake], but over time they forget… 
The older generation is the group most likely to remember and be ready with 
resources.

I worry that the sense of normalcy returns and that is not the way to be always 
prepared. The debate is to create a new normality or to return to a time when the 
culture was ready for earthquakes.

Moreover according to those I interviewed, there is a perception that new con-
structions in and outside the city have been guided by much less strict building 
codes since the region, before this most recent shock, had not experienced a major 
earthquake in over 20 years. 

Nonetheless, the favorable time of the impact and ideal natural condition also 
helped the region avoid additional catastrophe. The Earthquake struck on an early 
summer morning on the weekend, with a clear night sky and a full moon. There 
was little automobile traffic on the roads, and few found themselves in large office 
buildings or separated from family and loved ones. Meanwhile temperate weather 
made evacuation out of living structures and up to hills or into open fields much 
more agreeable and sustainable. This averted further loss of human life from both 
unstable conditions for those who could have chosen to stay indoors, and those 
who would have definitely succumbed to the elements had this disaster occurred 
during the wintertime. 

Concerning the Tsunami, the sea was at its lowest point when the first relatively 
small wave hit; but it was enough of an alert to motivate the evacuation of most local 
residents to higher ground. Past experience had suggested larger waves could follow a 
smaller first one. By the time the second and much larger wave hit, the sea had grown 
to its peak. For those individuals (mainly tourists) without access to this indigenous 
memory, the loss of life and property from the second wave was substantial. 

Aside from indigenous knowledge and positive natural conditions that allowed 
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the region’s population to avoid greater catastrophe, there were some favorable and 
pertinent conditions that helped the university avoid extensive disruption as well. 
Thus it was able to address the larger regional recovery much more quickly. First, 
it was the visionary site, architecture, building materials and maintenance that 
allowed the university to stand strong amongst much of the rubble that reflected 
both fallen old and new buildings in the city center. Another positive was the fact 
that university students had not yet returned for the autumn semester. The chal-
lenge of managing a student body of close to 30,000 during the weeks that fol-
lowed the Earthquake is a monumental task that university administrators, faculty 
and staff were very fortunate to avoid. They simply postponed the beginning of 
class for a few weeks. Finally the most unexplainable condition, one that has yet to 
be fully understood, is why the breakdown in social order that destabilized most 
of the city, did not reach the university grounds? This is a rather miraculous non-
event since the university, based on the open-community design of the University 
of California, Berkeley, has very little restrictive boundaries between it and residen-
tial and business areas that surrounds it on two sides. Local residents often use its 
grounds during the weekends for family get-togethers and even a university WIFI 
is available free of charge to the surrounding residents as long as they register first. 

Why the looting did not spread to the university was speculated about by a few 
of my interview subjects. After all, the university represents a storehouse of supplies 
and stable structures for shelter. One scholar suggested that the explosion in the 
Department of Chemistry might have alerted many to stay away from possible tox-
ic fumes. Others pointed to the long and cherished history of a university that has 
represented an extension of the community since its inception. In the assessment 
of these scholars, the larger community’s reverence for the institution constrained 
those who would have caused damage to it. 

4.2.2. Managing the Recovery through Assistance and Research

Since the university suffered little damage and the start of the new semester post-
poned, administrators, faculty and staff could focus on assisting their neighbor-
hoods and those in most need. To some of those I interviewed, this position har-
kened back to the days when the university was an even more relevant community 
partner. This was a mandate they felt good about recommitting to. There were also 
many calls from outside the region pledging resources. The university created a 
command central to aggregate these vows for assistance and to coordinate them. 
The feeling among the scholars I interviewed was that this centralized plan did not 
work effectively.

There were many words of assistance from the North. But through individual 
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contacts. The University attempted to aggregate them. The impression is it did 
not work.

One scholar reported receiving a call and pledge of assistance from another 
Latin American university he had once worked at. He connected the representa-
tive to the university command, but they never followed up. To this scholar this 
reflected an elitist orientation that seemed to pervade decisions about even those 
who were worthy of offering assistance. 

It seemed here too the interest with bigger [Northern] universities. Again looking 
aboard instead of to the side.

This scholar thought it might have been better to use their own networks to 
process pledges of assistance on a personal basis and not go through a central sys-
tem.

In the assessment of some of my research subjects, this elitist orientation was 
also reflected in the research projects generated in the exterior as a result of the 
disaster. Even when investigative teams appeared from abroad to study the afteref-
fects of the disaster, they seemed to primarily pair up with the prestigious universi-
ties of the capital city and not with the one at the center of the disaster. This some-
what reflects the self-reifying core-periphery structure in science observed over 40 
years ago by Robert Merton (1968). As one scholar commented,

When the University of Chile and North American universities published a 
geological report on the earthquake in the journal Science, they mentioned also 
working with local Concepcion researchers, but again we are not the main head 
of such a study. 

This same scholar, though, noted that the government did contract the Institute 
of Urban and Architectural Studies attached to nearby University of Bio Bio to 
survey how local residents and the structures they inhabited were impacted by the 
disaster. 

Independently, the University of Concepcion set up its own multi-disciplinary 
work groups to tackle a variety of research and service-related issues having to do 
with the disaster and recovery. A geologist whom I interviewed had just stepped 
down from heading one of these consortiums. He reported that there were few 
university resources available for the workgroups to really have a major impact. He 
reminded me the University was heavily indebted even before the disaster and it 
was not expecting assistance from the central government for recovery. 

Another work group leader was convinced that his colleagues and their students 
represented enough manpower to immediately initiate a geological survey of dam-
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age and future risk after the Earthquake, but they did not have the equipment or 
financial support to really create a comprehensive report. He did though mention 
that an existing collaboration with a German group on the issue of digital sensors 
for disasters was a very timely project. He was particularly interested in aggregat-
ing the various geographical and geological resources into one working package. 
Something that he admitted was a weak point in the local knowledge base. 

There is much data but these don’t always have the same reference point. Espe-
cially with old maps. But GPS might be able to combine all these data points into 
an organic whole.

He also highlighted the risk of adopting complex technologies from abroad,

The problem is you get technologies and the know how [to use them], but to 
wait for the next natural disruption takes so long, the technology gets wasted, the 
knowledge lost.

These ring as prophetic words, as communication technologies in Concepcion 
would be compromised to varying degrees for weeks after the disaster. 

4.2.3. Communication Technologies during and after the Disaster
 

What technology can survive a large earthquake?

What is paradoxical about this statement by one of the scholars I interviewed at the 
University of Concepcion is that for the most part the physical Internet infrastruc-
ture survived quite well during this very powerful 8.8 magnitude Earthquake. Ac-
cording to the university network managers, the Internet fiber had been embedded 
in 30 to 40 year old electrical pipes, sat deep beneath the university. There were no 
reported breaks, although some routers had been lost due to the explosion in the 
Department of Chemistry buildings and there were short circuits of other routers 
from water leaks in some buildings. Meanwhile, the main university Internet serv-
ers were stacked on wheels and suffered little or no damage since they could move 
freely about the floor, while the thick intertwined cords connecting the machines 
to outlets helped stabilize them during the shock. Although offices were violently 
shaken, desktop machines fared well. So when the university network was up and 
running and personnel did return to the university, they could answer email and 
web search as usual. 

Still the university network was inconsistently available for a week after the 
earthquake. This was due exclusively to the loss of electrical power after the Earth-
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quake. The university had a petrol powered electrical generator, but this only sup-
plied a few days of power. This was enough to check the system, communicate with 
university personnel, and figure out where to find additional petrol, which was in 
short supply in the weeks after the disaster10. 

Moreover, when asked whether the university might investigate other sources of 
back-up energy like solar, the network manager mentioned that in a region where 
it is overcast much of the years, this was not a viable solution. When asked if satel-
lite might be a viable back up for the Internet signal, he reminded me that in this 
case the University did not lose the Internet signal, but lost power to servers and 
computer terminals. Plus he added that even if it was needed, satellite was an op-
tion that was beyond the financial capacity of the university at the moment. 

The loss of the Internet in Concepcion also had far reaching impacts beyond the 
disaster-affected region. Due to the unique geography of the country, long north to 
south and thin west to east, the Internet cables run mainly along the length of the 
country. The University of Concepcion acts as the southern most relay node for the 
REUNA university network between northern and southern universities. So when 
lack of power debilitated their network, universities further south of Concepcion 
were also at risk of losing their Internet feed. Still one scholar working in a univer-
sity 500 km to the south of the epicenter attested to the robustness of the system.

As you may know, our region was not affected by the last earthquake, our uni-
versity net (REUNA) works with nodes in different universities throughout the 
country and when some nodes fails, is possible to by pass it in order to reach 
Santiago where the heart of our system is located. So, after a couple of days with 
problems, our net was reestablished and is still going on safely. 

The disaster did not only impact the Internet connection. Compromised cel-
lular phone towers and the lack of electricity also sidelined mobile communication 
as well. Some mobile phone users had subscriptions with services that maintained 
connection. These individuals became important nodes of contact for the neigh-
borhoods they lived in, relaying messages on the part of others to loved ones in 
various parts of the country. I could not determine whether some residents had 
access to Skype phones; but earlier in the summer while investigating a similar case 
of a 2009 6.3 magnitude earthquake that struck a university in L’Aquila, Italy, a 
professor there pointed out that he was one of few who maintained mobile phone 
communication as a result of his Skype phone during the Earthquake, which struck 

10 Another related risk was that the petrol reserve tank happened to be very close to the Department 
of Chemistry building, which suffered a major explosion. The university decided that to prepare for future 
shocks they needed a larger reserve tank. They also determined that perhaps the Department of Chemistry 
should be moved to a more isolated area of the university to avoid potential catastrophe in the future.
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southern Italy in April 2009. This suggests that people living in regions vulnerable 
to earthquakes should consider subscribing to service networks that are indepen-
dent of local physical conditions, 

But in Chile, a country of 17 million people, with 15 million cell phone users 
and 5.5 million Internet users, the one technology that proved the most indispens-
able in the aftermath of the earthquake was the simple transistor radio. Thankfully, 
batteries were not in short supply. More importantly employing generators, local 
radio stations in the hardest hit areas, Radio Bio Bio and Radio Dinamico, were 
able to transmit real time recovery efforts, connect loved ones across the country 
and direct specific assistance to specific areas (Hardmann, 2010). This technology, 
according to one of the older scholars I interviewed with memories of the earth-
quake of 1939 (when he was just a child) and 1960 (when he was a young adult), 
was an item that many older people included in their earthquake preparation kits. 
The younger generation was less likely to own such an outdated technology. Thus 
in this case, paradoxically the young were more technologically vulnerable. This 
exposes the ironic vulnerability inherent in some advanced technologies, especially 
those in communication. When the electricity did return, mobile phone signals 
had still not come back to some areas, while the Internet did. As a result, aside from 
transistor radio many relied on facebook and Skype to communicate with family, 
friends and colleagues outside the most impacted area. One respondent far south of 
the epicenter, who also lost power in the early days of the earthquake, even found 
an older model non-powered telephone more reliable than his later model cord-
less electrically charged telephones. The clear message from those I surveyed was 
that new information and communication technologies like Web 2.0 application 
and mobile phones were eventually important in coordinating recover efforts. But 
early on in the aftermath of the earthquake, older technologies, which were not as 
dependent on limited energy sources or physical infrastructures, were equally vital. 

5. Discussion

For almost a decade I have been studying how the Internet is shaping the scientific 
community in Chile. Research experiences over this time have made clear that 
while the globalizing features of new information and communication technolo-
gies are facilitating the process of science in this region, local economic, social, and 
natural conditions still influence how these technologies are being accessed and 
employed, and to what consequence. During the most recent 2010 visit to Chile, 
I was interested in better understanding the impact of the global economic crisis 
on the research sector. Those interviewed highlighted the pre-existing balkanizing 
process that has geographically segmented the national research sector. This con-
firmed findings that my colleagues and I had reported in a previous publications 
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on this issue (Duque et al., 2009). There is a great emphasis during normal times to 
seek scientific contacts abroad and depend less on those within Chile. This may be 
a natural consequence of having so many of Chile’s research professionals trained 
abroad, where the global is emphasized over the local. Meanwhile during this re-
cent global economic downturn, the disintegration of the scientific community 
may have been magnified by the increased competition for fewer local research 
resources. In this global/local dynamic, the Internet is even more relied upon to 
circumvent the limitations of an uncoordinated research community in times of 
resources scarcity. In turn, this could contribute to a ‘self-fulfilling prophesy’ (Mer-
ton, 1948) that may continue to guide the system towards a more mature balkan-
ized state. The impact of the recent earthquake and tsunami, meanwhile, could 
have multiple consequences that could both alleviate and magnify this process. 

Natural disasters can have a re-integrating affect on society if all are equally 
impacted by the tragedy (Alario & Freudenburg, 2003). Unfortunately, only one 
geographical sector of the research community was most severely impacted, the 
regions around Concepcion. The national response was highly criticized by locals 
living in this region, who complained of delays in recovery assistance and even 
misinformation propagated by the central government that may have placed local 
residents in more harm’s way. While global and national research efforts included 
the local university in an advisory role, the institution closest to the disaster did not 
have resources or national support to comprehensively survey the disaster on their 
own, although according to their assessment they had sufficient skilled academics 
and technicians to do it. According to many local researchers I interviewed, this 
reflects the existing core-periphery pattern that favors global collaborations with 
universities located in the capital city, Santiago. Another less critical interpretation 
is that global partners were unsure early on about how damaged the University of 
Concepcion was in the days after the earthquake and tsunami hit. Collaborating 
with national institutions out of harms ways after a recent disaster may have been 
the more pragmatic choice initially. 

Part of the reason global partners may have not been initially aware of the local 
conditions in and around the University of Concepcion was the lack of communi-
cation as a result of the disaster. While the local infrastructure (buildings and optic 
fiber network) survived the earthquake, energy sources were compromised. This 
not only compromised reliable digital connection at the university in Concepcion 
for over a week, but it also disconnected those universities far south, which are 
linearly connected over the REUNA university digital network. By contrast the 
private Internet providers were offering service within days of the disaster. While 
intercommunication among lay publics, businesses and local municipalities is vital 
during and after disaster, the ability for research professionals to communicate 
among each other and engage their national and global partners to help assist in 
the recovery efforts is just as or even more important. The University of Concep-
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cion proved to be quite physically resistant to the large-scale disaster and social 
unrest that followed, not only because of its well-built structures, but also perhaps 
because it is highly regarded within the local community for its historical service 
mission. Whether this institution proves to be resilient to the interruption of pro-
fessional activity and great loss of research archives suffered at both its city and 
coastal campuses, is yet to be seen. 

Regardless of the reality and perception over the impacts of the global economic 
crisis and the 2010 earthquake, Chilean policy makers should re-evaluate how the 
state supports national collaboration among its research institutes in normal times, 
and especially during times of stress. This may challenge the neo-liberal science 
policies of past and present administrations, but perhaps strengthen the integration 
and resilience of its national research capacity to help weather future global and lo-
cal shocks. Further, a national policy emphasis should provide the REUNA nodes 
with more disaster support in terms of alternative energy sources and by perhaps 
duplicating the digital network to avoid disconnection during future earthquakes. 
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